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Abstract 

The global competition has forced manufacturing companies to further increase their 
productivity. This, together with technology development and changes in regulations, 
have led to the introduction of new types of workstations in production lines, where 
human operators collaborate with industrial robots to perform work tasks. As any type 
of product, these workstations need to be designed in the most optimal way to deliver 
the expected value. In the design process of these collaborative workstations, 
separate virtual simulations of industrial robots and human operators can be made 
with multiple commercial software. Separate simulations reduce the efficiency of the 
design process and makes it harder to identify successful design solutions. Hence, 
there is a need for software tools that are capable of simultaneous simulation of the 
human-robot collaboration in a workstation. Providing engineers with such tools will 
assist their tasks to optimize the human and robot workflow, while proactively 
ensuring proper ergonomic conditions for operators.  

This paper describes and illustrates how the digital human modelling (DHM) tool IPS 
IMMA can aid in the design of human-robot collaboration workstations. A use case 
where the human operator collaborates with a robot to produce a section of a pedal 
car in a virtual scenario is described. The use case illustrates the current capabilities 
and limitations of the software to simulate human-robot collaborations in 
workstations. Hence, the use case aims to provide input for further development of 
DHM tools aimed to assist the design of human-robot collaboration workstations. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Human-robot collaboration 
 
Production systems in manufacturing companies are evolving due to the constant 
change in the market and in the competition. The technology required for these new 
production systems is also changing, becoming more advanced and digitalized, but 
also more user-centered, taking ergonomics and safety requirements into 
consideration (MAURICE et al., 2017). This has led to the development of 
workstations in production settings where robots are starting to have a closer 
interaction with human operators, by sharing workspaces and handling complex or 
physically demanding assembly tasks (KRÜGER et al., 2009; MICHALOS et al., 
2015). The term human-robot collaboration can be defined to represent the 
condition when there is a common goal that can be achieved jointly between the 
human and robot, as mentioned by BAUER et al. (2008). Since human and robots 
have different skills and capabilities, a design objective is to find optimal solutions for 
how to collaborate most efficiently in such hybrid workstations (CHERUBINI et al., 
2016). The objective of the human-robot collaboration is to take advantage of the 
strength, precision and repetition capabilities of robots, as well as the sensorimotor 
skills and problem solving capacities of humans (FABER et al., 2015). 
Even though the concern of how to successfully distribute work tasks between 
human and machine has a long history of investigation (FITTS, 1951), the advanced 
capabilities of contemporary robots and the openings in regulations have led to a 
revival of the area of how humans and machines successfully can work together. 
This has led to the definition of different levels of interaction between a human and a 
robot in a production environment, where safety standards define this interaction in 
relation to the movements and stop functions of the robot. According to ISO 10218-
1:2011, there are four different types of collaborative operations, based on safety: 

1. Safety rated monitored stop: no robot motion can happen when operator is in 
the collaborative workspace.  
2. Hand-guiding: there is collaborative robot motion only through direct input from 
operator.  
3. Speed and separation monitoring: collaborative robot motion only when there is 
a safety distance separation between robot and human.  
4. Power and force limiting inherent design or control: collaborative robot motion 
that allow collision. But the forces from the robot in a collision in this mode are 
limited to reduce and avoid injuries on the human. 

 
1.2 Virtual simulations 
 
Currently, due to time and cost reasons there is a tendency to avoid or delay physical 
evaluations during the design process of workstations. This has led to increased use 
of evaluations done in digital environments, e.g. using virtual scenarios to evaluate 
human work (CHAFFIN, 2007). This has presented several advantages, like detailed 
biomechanical measurements and the possibility to test the workspace with a variety 
of human morphologies simultaneously. Correspondingly, computerized models are 
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used to define the robotic tools for a specific environment, by evaluating the required 
workspace and safety, prior to acquiring the industrial robot (ORE et al., 2015).  
Virtual simulations of industrial robots and human operators can be made separately 
with multiple commercial software, but only few existing software is capable of 
simultaneous simulations of the human-robot collaboration in a workstation 
(MAURICE et al., 2017). Therefore, there is need for virtual simulation tools that can 
aid in the design of collaborative systems by enabling the investigation of design 
alternatives and foreseeing human-robot interactions (ORE, 2015). Providing 
engineers with such tools will assist their tasks to optimize the human and robot 
workflow, while proactively ensuring proper ergonomics conditions for operators. An 
associated aspect of such a tool is that it should aid the consideration of variety 
among the human operators, e.g. related to anthropometry and strength. 

1.3 Aim of the study 
 

The aim of this study is to test, describe and illustrate how the digital human 
modelling (DHM) tool IPS IMMA can aid in the design of human-robot collaborative 
workstations. 
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2 Method 

 
A virtual simulation was required to evaluate a use case scenario with a collaboration 
between a human and a robot in an open, without fences, workstation. The selected 
use case scenario involves collaboration between a human operator and a robotic 
welding arm. This was simulated in a DHM tool, where the tool had to be able to aid 
in the evaluation of a human-robot interaction, facilitating the decision making during 
the design of the collaborative workstation.  

2.1 Digital human modelling tool 
 
The DHM tool selected to simulate the virtual environment and the human-robot 
interaction was the IPS software (IPS, 2017) with two of its modules: IMMA manikin 
(HÖGBERG et al., 2016) and robotics module (BOHLIN et al., 2014). This version of 
the software is under development and works by merging the two modules, enabling 
the simulation of a collaborative workstation.  
The manikin in IPS IMMA is steered by entering definitions of tasks that the manikin 
should perform. Based on the task definitions, the DHM tool automatically compute 
manikin motions by the use of mathematics and optimization algorithms, where the 
manikin avoids collisions, move according to ergonomics guidelines and stay in 
balance. The same task definitions can then be used to steer manikins of different 
anthropometry, where unique motions are computed for each manikin (BOHLIN et 
al., 2012). The software has ergonomics assessment functionality and a timeline that 
allows to evaluate the efficiency level of the workstation. The software version used 
in this study uses parts of the EAWS ergonomics evaluation method for the 
assessment (SCHAUB et al., 2012). The evaluations are given by a colour coded 
assessment, in which green is considered risk-free, yellow ought to be investigated 
further, and red needs immediate attention and should be analysed in detail. 
Following input was required to simulate the collaborative workstation: 

 Type of industrial robot: the software currently supports 6-axis arm industrial 
robot geometries. The robot in the simulation was a 6-axis welding robot from 
ABB (IRB 1660-4 155). To steer the robot, the software requires the appropriate 
geometry and the definition of the 6 axes.  

 Type of humans: A family of 5 manikins was defined based on Swedish 
population data (HANSON et al., 2009), using stature and body weight as key 
measurements in IPS IMMA’s anthropometry module (BROLIN, 2014). 

 Task definitions: To steer the manikins, the software requires the user to define 
grasps and viewpoints and manually attach them to rigid bodies in the simulation. 

 Type of interaction/collaboration: the definition of the collaboration provides 
security constrains that should be considered when designing the workstation. 
The selected use case was a collaboration of the Safety rated monitored stop 
type (see Section 1.1), in which the human and robot interact in an open 
environment, without fences.  

 Diagram and CAD of the workstation: External obstacles or equipment were 
considered as well. The software allows import of CAD files to create the 
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workstation accurately and with the path planning features it can avoid collisions 
in the simulation. 

 Input and output of the workstation: since the workstation was part of a 
production line, it was important to consider how the input materials were 
presented as well as the type of output that was delivered. The appropriate CAD 
files of the parts were added in the simulation.  

2.2 Use case 
 
The selected use case scenario was part of a welding station in the production line of 
a pedal car. 
 

 

Fig. 2.1 Layout of the use case 

 
Due to the task carried out in the workstation, the safety standard suiting the use 
case was considered Safety rated monitored stop (see Section 1.1). In this case, 
there was a rotating table which acted as a physical barrier and limited the access to 
the human operator, preventing him/her from having close contact with the robot or 
the parts being welded (Fig 2.1). The input of the station were the parts of the pedal 
car front. These were moved by the human operator into the rotating table. Once all 
parts were in place, the table rotated and the robot started the welding process. After 
welding, the table rotated again and the human operator then took the welded 
assembly into the next working table, finishing the cycle of the workstation. 
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3 Results 

 
3.1 Virtual simulation results 
 
The use case scenario was created in IPS IMMA, using CAD geometry to simulate 
the workstation for the pedal car assembly (Fig 3.1).  
 

  

Fig. 3.1 (Left) Collaborative space in virtual simulation (Right) Output of 
workstation: welded front of pedal car  

 
The simulation of the interaction between the manikin and the objects was built up by 
pre-planned paths of moving objects (as rigid bodies) as well as user-defined grasps 
and viewpoints. Equivalently, the robot interaction with the objects was calculated 
using certain reference points placed by the user. The robot movements were also 
defined by specific axis rotations to ensure correct robot functionality (Fig 3.2). 
 

  
Fig. 3.2 Virtual area of collaboration, with rotating table as a safety obstacle 
 
The output results provided by the software are graphically presented through a 
timeline that includes the sequence of actions. The workstation can be analysed from 
an efficiency perspective by evaluating the time spent on work, walking and waiting, 
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both for the robot and the operator (Fig 3.3). From the obtained results, the 
workstation needs improvements, e.g. since the efficiency of work is not spread 
equivalently between the robot and the operator, leaving a long period of wait for the 
robot while the operator arranges all the parts.    
Part of the evaluation of a workstation is to verify it through an ergonomics 
assessment. To have a general overview of how the station might function for 
different operators, the software allows to simultaneously simulate the tasks for a 
family of manikins and show the results for the entire family. As seen in Fig 3.4 (left), 
the software provide a general overview of the ergonomics evaluation for each 
manikin, where the small squares represent the average evaluation of a specific 
ergonomic criteria during the simulated task, and the big squares on the right give a 
general ergonomics evaluation for a specific manikin during the full simulation. In this 
case, the results obtained for all 5 manikins are green as a general ergonomics 
overview because the detailed results are also green for every criteria. This means 
that there is low risk for strain-related disorders and therefore the workstation can be 
considered acceptable from an ergonomics point of view.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 3.3 Workstation efficiency evaluation  
 

      

Fig. 3.4 Overview of ergonomics assessment for a family of manikins 
 
A more detailed graphical result of the ergonomics evaluation is also provided (Fig 
3.4, right). The data shown here is a sample of graphs provided by the software for 
the first half of the simulation. The graph provides information for each manikin in 
separate rows and the specific criteria in separate columns. These graphs use the 
same colour coded system as explained for the general overview. The colours are 
shown in the background of the graphs to show the change of risks during the 
simulation. The black line represents the results of the ergonomics evaluation made 
through time for different criteria. This provides a general view of how/when the flow 
of the workstation tasks will affect the postures of the operators, highlighting the 
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moments where the operators could be at potential risk. Since different manikins use 
different motions, the ergonomics evaluation results varies between manikins.    

3.2 Sequence editors 
 
Manikins and robots are defined separately in the tool, and the sequence of actions 
through the simulation are defined in separate editors. The IRB (ABB Industrial 
Robot) editor handles the actions of the robot and simulates the robot movements, 
according to the robot specifications, through collision free segments which can be 
saved as actions and used with other editors of the software.    
The Operation Sequence editor in IPS IMMA can simultaneously handle the different 
elements of the simulation, by defining the actions of the manikin and importing the 
actions previously created for the robot. The editor can also handle the motion 
segments of each rigid body. Each of these elements are independently defined in 
the operation sequence, but are placed in a parallel arrangement that allows 
synchronized interactions between the elements.  
In this second editor, postures and movements of the manikin can be defined as 
independent sections of the sequence. Editing the manikin motions through the 
operation sequence editor can be done when the actions are not related to the 
movement of objects.  

3.3 Compatibility 
 
In order to design collaborative workstations, the simulation software has to handle 
different types of CAD files and allows for manipulation of them. For this use case it 
was required to import geometries of a workstation, of a specific robotic arm and of 
the parts of the assembly. This was possible to do with IPS IMMA software, but there 
was a limitation when importing mechanisms from other CAD software, which 
resulted in a longer process to simulate the adequate paths of all the elements.  
The software allowed to import commercial robot files for the specific simulation, 
which allowed to correctly manipulate the movements of the robotic arm through the 
IRB editor. The specifications suggested by the robot manufacturer limited the speed 
and rotation of each axis which gave a realistic result of the robot movements in the 
simulation. 
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4 Discussion 
 
To illustrate how DHM software, like IPS IMMA, can aid in the design of collaborative 
workstations, the use case was selected to represent a typical industrial case. Since 
collaborative workstations need to take many safety factors into account, a use case 
with a safety rated monitor stop was selected, which could demonstrate the use of 
the software starting from a basic collaboration. Other more complex types of 
collaborations would also be possible to simulate with the software. For example, 
collaborations with a closer interaction, where the manikin and the robot hold and 
move an object simultaneously, is possible to simulate in the software. This could aid 
in the design of future workstations by simulating different arrangements within a 
station and testing them at an early stage in the design process. 
From the evaluation of the use case with the software it was possible to simulate 
both the human manikin and the robot through the available IRB and Operation 
Sequence editors. This enabled the specification of each element independently and 
gave a more accurate simulation, which still was easy to modify.  
The ergonomics and efficiency results provided by the software were clear and gave 
a general view of how the station would work and what possible complications might 
occur. Getting such feedback supports engineers to draw conclusions and to make 
decisions of appropriate design modifications. Still, the results obtained might be 
limited for detailed evaluations of the workstation, since the time and efficiency 
assessments might not be as accurate as in reality. The obtained robot result for the 
efficiency evaluation shown in the graph (Fig. 3.3) was also compared with estimated 
times of a welding robot (ROBOTWELDING, 2017). A variation in the time 
estimations for the robot task was observed since the simulated robot lacked welding 
time calculations and only calculated the robot motions. Similarly, the ergonomics 
assessment provided by the software gives a general overview of the operators in 
the workstation. Even though the manikin movements can be defined through the 
Operation Sequence editor, when the manikin grasps an object then its movements 
are constrained by the pre-planned path of that object, which is fixed and defined 
separately to avoid collisions of the object and its environment (i.e. not regarding the 
manikin). This means that the pre-planned object path may not allow for the software 
to find ergonomic manikin motions in an optimal way. Hence the predicted manikin 
motions may have a reduced correspondence with how the task would be carried out 
in reality. In turn this affects the results of the ergonomics assessment. However, 
development work is carried out to reduce this effect by allowing the optimal manikin 
motions to influence object paths.  
The ergonomics evaluation method utilised in this use case is based on a so called 
observational assessment method, designed to be used by ergonomists assessing 
ergonomics mainly by visual observation. Observational assessment methods have 
been reported to have reliability limitations (FORSMAN, 2016). Still, this type of 
simulated ergonomics assessments can provide fast and important evaluations at 
early stages in the workstation design process.  
For future research, multiple use cases with different types of collaborations between 
humans and robots are planned to be performed to evaluate the software capabilities 
further and to support the development of the software. Also simulations of multiple 
robots and operators are planned. 
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